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Session Outcomes

•
 

You will be aware of the professional standards & 
the organization that guides SA in their practices

•
 

You will understand why SA is interested in 
assessing student learning

•
 

You will have some tips for assisting SA 
professionals in their quest to assess learning

•
 

You will have some examples of                             
assessment tools that can                                       
be shared with SA units on your campus



First, A Little Context…

At UTA, all units –
 

academic, academic support & 
administrative support –

 
conduct outcomes 

assessment; academic units SLOs
 

and non-academic 
units assess administrative outcomes  

As far as IRPE is concerned, SA units are only required 
to assess administrative outcomes

BUT, SA units at UTA are compelled by professional 
standards to assess their contributions to student 
learning & development  



Why is Student Affairs Assessing Learning?

Three major philosophical movements in SA
–

 
Student Services => provides specialized services 
to support academic mission 

–
 

Student Development => reflects theories of 
human growth; well-rounded, whole person as 
primary goal

–
 

Student Learning => focuses on what students 
will know, be able to do & value as a result of 
engagement in our programs



What is Guiding the Philosophical Movement?

•
 

The Council for the Advancement of Standards in 
Higher Education (CAS) has been the pre-

 eminent force for promoting standards              
in student affairs since its                        
inception in 1979

•
 

CAS is a consortium of representatives           
from functionally specific professional 
organizations across SA 



What are the CAS Standards?

•
 

Mission

•
 

Program

•
 

Leadership

•
 

Organization & 
Management

•
 

Human Resources

•
 

Financial Resources

•
 

Facilities, Technology 
& Equipment

•
 

Legal Responsibilities

•
 

Equity & Access

•
 

Diversity

•
 

Ethics

•
 

Assessment & 
Evaluation



How are CAS Standards Used?

•
 

Program development
•

 
Continuous improvement

•
 

Self-study for accreditation or review
•

 
Staff & student development

•
 

Program Planning
•

 
Program Evaluation

•
 

Education about student affairs services and 
programs



How Does CAS Guide Assessment of Student 
Learning?

•
 

Sets forth guidelines for SA units to provide evidence 
of impact on achievement of student learning & 
development outcomes 

•
 

Sixteen learning & development domains were 
originally identified by CAS (under ‘Program’

 standard, aka Standard 2)

•
 

Recently, Oct. 08, CAS teamed up with Learning 
Reconsidered 2, which also describes learning 
outcomes in SA, & consolidated the original 16 
domains into 6



What Are the New CAS Learning & 
Developmental Outcomes?

Student Outcomes Domain Dimensions of Outcome Domain

Knowledge acquisition, 
construction, integration, and 
application 

Understanding knowledge from range of disciplines, ideas, & experiences -

 
Connecting knowledge to other knowledge -

 

Constructing knowledge -

 
Relating knowledge to daily life

Cognitive complexity Critical thinking -

 

Reflective thinking -

 

Effective reasoning -

 

Creativity

Intrapersonal development Realistic self-appraisal, self-understanding, & self-respect -

 

Identity 
development -

 

Commitment to ethics & integrity -

 

Spiritual awareness

Interpersonal competence Meaningful relationships –

 

Interdependence –

 

Collaboration -

 

Effective 
leadership

Humanitarianism Understanding and appreciation of cultural & human differences -

 

Social 
responsibility -

 

Global perspective -

 

Sense of civic responsibility

Practical competence Pursuing goals -

 

Communicating effectively -

 

Technological competence -

 
Managing personal affairs -

 

Managing career development -

 
Demonstrating professionalism -

 

Maintaining health & wellness -

 

Living a 
purposeful & satisfying life



How Can IR Help Student Affairs?

•

 
Assist SA professionals in formulating SLOs

 
appropriately (may 

need to educate on difference between output vs. outcome)



How Can IR Help Student Affairs? Cont.

•
 

Clarify the difference between direct & indirect 
assessment methodologies

Direct Measure Examples Indirect Measure Examples

Exams (national; pre/post; 
practical, etc.)

Surveys of satisfaction & 
opinion

Portfolios Interviews

Juried activities Focus groups

Scoring rubrics Questionnaires

Oral exams & presentations Graduation & retention rates

Research papers, theses & 
dissertations

Graduate follow-up studies

Exhibitions & demonstrations Job placement data

Surveys, interviews & 
questionnaires

Curriculum & syllabus analysis



How Can IR Help Student Affairs? Cont.

•
 

Explain appropriate
methodologies & tools 
for measuring 
learning
directly (esp. rubrics)
–

 
Analytic rubrics 
assess components 
of a finished 
product

–

 
Holistic rubrics 
assess the finished 
product as a whole



How Can IR Help Student Affairs? Cont.

•
 

Hold SA to same standards as academic units with 
regard to assessing learning directly

•
 

Provide examples whenever possible of methods & 
tools used in other SA programs (or even            
from appropriate academic units)  

•
 

Help SA professionals identify embedded                         
activities that lend themselves to direct                       
assessment of learning

•
 

Reassure SA professionals they are the                          
experts & it is OK for them to assess                           
students’

 
knowledge, skills, abilities & values



What is UTA Doing?

•
 

Residence Life…

•
 

Office of Student Conduct…

•
 

Student Governance…

•
 

Student Activities…



Resources

•
 

Council for the Advancement of Standards (2006).  
Frameworks for Assessing Learning & Development 
Outcomes.

 
Washington, D.C.

•
 

Council for the Advancement of Standards (2006).  
CAS Professional Standards for Higher Education, 6th

 Ed., Washington, D.C.  

•
 

Hurd, J. (2005). Student Affairs Planning & 
Outcome Assessment. University of West FL. 



Questions?



THE RA:  Criteria  Points: 
1  2  3  4  5  N/A  

 
Approach 

Staff did not 
introduce 
themselves, Does 
not have grasp of 
proper approach. 

Staff Approach is 
uncomfortable or 
awkward major 
issues present 
with approach. 

Staff appeared 
nervous and 
slightly unsure but 
properly addresses 
situation.  

Staff approached 
situation 
appropriately both 
calm and 
collected. 

Handled 
superiorly 
displaying full 
knowledge.  

Unable to 
determine based 

on scenario. 

 

 
 

Assessment of 
Situation  

Staff did not 
assess situation 
correctly, was 
inappropriate with 
handling.   

Staff had trouble 
assessing situation 
but continued in a 
professional 
manner. 

Staff was able to 
assess situation 
but had difficulty 
with how to 
proceed.. 

Staff assessed 
situation 
appropriately and 
proceeded in an 
acceptable 
manner. 

Staff Assessed 
situation and 
proceeded 
accordingly 
displaying greater 
knowledge than 
required.  

Unable to 
determine based 

on scenario. 

 

 
 

Addressing 
concerns  

Staff ignored 
residents 
concerns.  

Staff 
acknowledged 
residents concerns 
but was distracted 
and never 
addressed them.  

Staff 
acknowledged 
residents concerns 
but was unable to 
come up with 
proper solutions. 

Staff addressed 
concerns at the 
surface level and 
gave sufficient 
answers. 

Staff addressed all 
concerns with 
superior 
knowledge and 
went beyond 
required response. 

Unable to 
determine based 

on scenario. 

 

 
 

Policy 
Violations 

Staff did not 
notice that any 
violations were 
occurring. 

Staff noticed there 
were violations 
occurring but was 
unable to 
determine exact 
policy violation. 

Staff noted proper 
policy violations 
but was unable to 
give accurate 
explanation of 
them.  

Staff noted correct 
policy violations 
and was able to 
give detailed 
explanation of 
them.  

Staff noted correct 
violations, gave 
accurate 
descriptions, and 
then offered 
proper resources 
for help. 

Unable to 
determine based 

on scenario. 

 

 
 

Professionalism 

Staff was 
unprofessional 
throughout. 

Staff approached 
situation 
professionally but 
became flustered 
and displayed 
unprofessional 
behavior.  

Staff was able to 
remain 
professional for 
majority of 
situation but 
faultered when it 
became difficult. 

Staff remained 
professional 
throughout 
entirety of 
scenario but not 
during debriefing 
of scenario. 

Staff was 
professional for 
entirety of 
scenario as well as 
debriefing 
showing humility 
and teachability.  

Unable to 
determine based 

on scenario. 

 

 
 
 

Referral  

Staff did not 
acknowledge that 
resident would 
even need 
resources. 

Staff 
acknowledged 
residents need for 
resources but 
didn’t attempt to 
refer.  

Staff 
acknowledged 
residents need for 
resources but was 
unable to supply 
correct ones. 

Staff 
acknowledged 
residents need for 
resources and 
gave appropriate 
ones. 

Staff saw need for 
resources and 
gave appropriate 
ones.  Offering 
personal  help in 
obtaining  info 
from resources. 

Unable to 
determine based 

on scenario. 

 

 



The University of Texas at Arlington 
Student Pre-Survey to be completed prior to your Conduct Meeting and brought with you to your 
meeting. 
 
In order to be able to fully understand the information you gained by meeting with a conduct officer, we must analyze 
your knowledge prior to and after your meeting.  Honest answers to the questions in this evaluation will help us make 
the process more effective for those who may be involved with this process at some point in the future. 
 
Please respond to each question as fully as possible.   
 

1. Why are you meeting with a student conduct officer? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What violation are you alleged to have engaged in? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What personal consequences have occurred or could occur as a result of your behavior? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4. What impact has your behavior had on others? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. What caused you to engage in the behavior for which you are going through the conduct process? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Do you have any additional comments or questions? 
 



Office of Student Conduct 
Learning Outcomes Assessment Rubric 

 
Student ID #_____________________                                  Date______________________ Conduct Officer_________________________ 
 
Student Learning Outcome 1: Identifies and Summarizes the Violation   
 
                                  Emerging          Developing             Mastering 

Pre-Survey 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ignores important facts; refers to a different 
problem/violation; is confused, off topic; uses 
misinformation 

Identifies problem/violation at a surface level; 
limited details are provided. 

Acknowledges problem/violation/behavior in full 
detail; identifies and frames impact(s) and ethical 
dilemmas; provides accurate details; recognizes 
implications to self and others 

 
 
 
 
 
Post-Meeting 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

                                 
 
Student Learning Outcome 2: Identifies Implications and Consequences for Self/Others 
 

  Emerging          Developing             Mastering 
Pre-Survey 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Does not identify connection between personal 
choices and behavior to others and community; 
downplays sanction; dismissive 

Identifies impact on a surface level; expresses 
moderate concern and/or remorse 

Identifies impact(s) to self, others, and community 
with regard to health and safety; understands and 
accepts consequences; indicates remorse; seeks to 
make amends; willing to use personal experience as 
a teaching tool for others 

 
 
 
 
 
Post‐meeting 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
 
Student Learning Outcome 3: Identifies and Assesses Individual Responsibility 
 

  Emerging          Developing             Mastering 
Pre-Survey 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Assumes no involvement; places blame elsewhere Assumes some involvement but refers to others as 
primary instigators; acknowledges the ability to 
make different choices on a surface level 

Assumes full responsibility and identifies 
contributing factors to behavior at great length; 
acknowledges alternatives that could/should have 
been chosen; accepts consequences and seeks 
resources for support 

 
 
 
 
 
Post‐meeting 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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